
GRAIN: how to super charge your donation

NICSTO can accept “grain” as donation and apply the 75% direct tax credit. Farmers have been 
doing this a long while; elevators/coops are often familiar with the process.

An example: 
Let’s say a farmer predicts 10,000 in Iowa State taxes, and prefers for this to go to CLC

75% direct tax credit 
Need to donate 13,333 in value (75% of this is 10K) 
Let’s say corn is $5/Bu
13,333/5 = 2,667 Bu transfer

PROCESS: 
We at CLC would need to set up an account where farmer/s bringing in grain. Please tell us your 
elevated information AS SOON AS YOU KNOW. Then, donor/grain owner calls the elevator to 
instruct transfer “2,667” Bushels of corn to NICSTO/CLC account. 

When grain goes into that account, the Coop sells at the current market rate (no “playing the 
market,” sell on arrival) and funds are in CLC elevator account.

If we’d done this before, and we can hope for the future that the transfer would essentially be 
a SAME DAY transfer: grain out of farmer’s storage, and cash into local CLC NICSTO 
account; however, we’re NEW to this, so the EARLIER THE BETTER to allow to iron out 
kinks!

The MATH:
75% of 13,333 = 10,000 direct tax credit bringing farmer’s state taxes to ZERO
                OTHER TAX BENEFIT
                The $13,333 of grain value is NOT recognized as taxable income on Iowa State Taxes.
               
 !13,333 were taxed at 6% income, that would be $800 in taxes NOT assessed that otherwise 
would have been
               
 The $13,333 of grain value is NOT recognized as taxable income on Federal Taxes
!13,333 taxed at 15% (or higher?) would be $2000 in taxes NOT assessed that otherwise would 
have been

13,333 – 10,000 tax credit – 800 Iowa income tax savings – 2000 federal income tax savings = 
533 donation

BOTTOM LINE: Essentially for $533 donation, the school receives $13,333 to NICSTO. 

Not mentioned above, when applicable: there is an additional SELF-EMPLOYMENT TAX 
paid in earned income that is 15.3%. With this additional savings, a farmer would actually 
MAKE MONEY by reduction in taxes paid above the actual value of the grain donated. The 
donation would be better than a zero cost donation. 


